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1.

PART_A

What is the missing letter in the following series?

YEUIQM-
(a) N

(b) M

(c) x
(d) Y

statements : Some flowers are leaves. some leaves are birds' All birds are toys'

Which of the following two conclusions necessarflly follow from the above statements?

(i) Some birds are flowers.

(ii) Some toYs are leaves'

(a) Conclusion (i) follows, but (ii) does not follow

(b) Conclusion (ii) follows but (i) does not follovv

(c) Both conclusions (i) and (ii) follow

(d) Neither conclusion (i) nor (ii) follows

A study found that people who consumed one or more beetroots per day were half as

likery to be 
r r--r-- '.- 

_people 
who did no_t. Hence it can be argued that

eating beet t " 
ti"t of cancer. which of the following' if true'

most weak

(a) Participants in the first study reported consuming no vegetables others than beet-

roots

A second study found that cancer patients who ate one or more beetroots per day

were no more likely to recover than those who ate no beetroots

A third study found that people who consumred one tablespoon of flax seed oil per

day were more thal fori tim." less likely to be diagnosed with cancer as those

who did not

The participants in the first study who ate beetroots were more likely to exercise

regularly than those who did not eat beetroolts and regular exercises lower the risk

of cancer

2.

3.

(b)

(c)

(d)

4. Shamima bakes bread and AjaY grows

comparative advantage, in which of the

Shamima and Ajay to benefit from trade?

(a) Shamima dQes not like vegetables and Ajay does not like bread

(b)shamimaisbetterthanAjayatbakingbreadandAjayisbetterttranShanrimaat
growing vegetables

(c)AjayisbetterthanShamimabothatbaki:rrgbreadandatgrowingvegetables
(d) Atl of the above

vegetables. According to the theory of

foilJwing cases is it impossible for both

3
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5. If the price elasticity of demand is 1.5, regardless of which two points on the demand

curve are used to compute the elasticity, th.en

(a) demand is perfectly inelastic and the demand curve is vertical

(b) demand is elastic and the demand curve is a straight dowrnvard-sloping line

(c) demand is perfectly elastic and the de:rnand curve is horizontal

(d) demand is elastic and the demand curve is something other than a straight,
downward-sloping line

What is the definition of a corrrer solution in a utility maximization problem involving
two goods?

(a) An optimal bundle of two consumer goods in which the consumer does not spend

all of his/her income

(b) An optimal bundle of two consumer goods in which the same amount of each good

is consumed

An optimat bundle of two consumer 6loods in which only one type of good is
consumed

None of the above

Consider a market where there are two firms who produce a homogeneous good. There

is a competition between the firms in terms of the output that they produce, i'e., each

firm takes into account the other firm's output in deciding its own level of production.
Each firm takes its own decision at the same time (simultaneously) as the other firm.
However, Firm I has a lower marginal cost than Firm 2. In the equilibrium you would
expect

(a) Firm 1 to produce more output tha-n llirm 2

(b) Firm 1 to charge a lower price than Firm 2

(c) Firms I and 2 to produce the same level of output

(d) the information above is not suflicient to make any conclusion

In foreign exchange markets, buying a 'put option' provides the owner with

(a) a right to sell foreign currency at a specified exchange rate any time till the date of

expiry

(b) a right to buy foreign currency at a specified exchange rate any time till the date of

expiry

(c) a promise that a specifred amount oli foreign currency will be delivered on a
specifred date in future

(d) a commitment that a future foreign exchange transaction will be made at a
specified exchange rate

Lucas' critique suggests that

(a) large-scale macroeconometric models can be used to formulate policy

(b) public's expectations about a policy will influence the results of that policy

(c) statistical models are not useful for forecasting

(d) statistical models should use historical data in order to predict the effects of a
policy change

6.

(c)

(d)

7.

8.

9.

4tr-a



10. If investment is not dependent on interest rate, the slope of the LM curve would bd

(a) zero

(b) infinity

(c) negative

(d) unaffected

A real appreciation me€rns that domestic goods relative to foreign goods

(a) becorne more exPensive

(b) become less exPensive

(c) do not change

(d) Can't say

Which of the following are known as the Bretton Woods institutions?

(a) The Federal Reserve Bank and the World Eank

(b) The Bank of England and the World Bank

(c) The International Fund for Agricultural Development and the Internptional

Monetary Fund

(d) The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank

13. Different dimensions of the Human Development Indicator are

(a) income, nutrition and health

(b) income, education and health

(c) income, political freedom, nutrition and health

(d) education, health and political freedom

Which country among the following
Development Indicator?

(a) India

(b) Sri Lanka

(c) Bangladesh

(d) Pakistan

is ranked the highest according to the Human

15. In international trade, dumping refers to

(a) export of goods with higher pollution intensity

(b) export of goods at a price below the home market price

(c) exPort of obsolete goods

(d) export of labour-intensive goods

11.

L2.

14.

5IL.A I P.r.o.



16. Which of the following measures is rnost likely to be influenced by extreme va]lues in the

17. probability is a real-valued function P that assigns to each event A, in fhe sample

space, a number P(,'4;), called the probabitity of the event' Let Al, A2' A7' 
:l-Al..b.".tht

events and let us denote the complement of A; (i.e., all events except A;) by AF' Which cf

data set is the

(a) range

(b) median

(c) mode

(d) mean

the following staternents is always true?

{a} -i < P(Ar)< 1

(b) P(Ai)= r- P{Afl

P(Ail+P(Ail=r(i+ 1)

n

leia,)> r
i=1.

18. If the ,nntir*(-4. ]) i" "ingrlar, 
the value of a is

\-o s.)

(a) -r /3
(b) 3

(c) I /3
(d) .-3

(c)

{d)

pectiveiy
for what

19. Amongst 5 home owners; a committee of 2 has to be for-med' How many sqch different I

cornmittees can be formed?

(a) 20

(b) s

(c) 10

(d) 2s

lf M, x, Yand I* are imports, exports, domestic output and foreign output res

for a country with the relations M = o.3Y and x = o.6Y* between the variabfes,

ratio of foreign output to domestic output would balanced trade hold?

(a) 2

(b) L/2

(c) I
(d) Can't say

6IL.A



2L.

PART+B

re to give a recital, and their instmctor is

:n. Bactr student will play exactly one solo

r, the instructor must observe the following

Z carrnol PlaY sixth

Y ot Z cannot PlaY until W has nl1Ved

V must play either immediately aftp' or immediately before U plays

If V plays first, r,vhich one of the followi[rg mu"t be true?

(a) Z PlaYs fourth

(b) Y PlaYs fifth

(c) X PlaYs third

(d) Y PlaYs immediatelY altet W

22. Rahut and Atapattu are two carpentels who O"lh.'**l tables and chairs' In one

month, Rahut ""r, 
*J. 4 tables or 24-";;;", while Atapattu can make 6 tables or

ig 
"t ^it". 

Given this, we know that

(a) Rahut has a comparative advantfge in tables

(b) Atapattu has an absolute advantlge in chairs

(c) Rahut has an absolute advantaS! in tables

(d) Atapattu has a comparative advaptage in tables

2g. In an economy, two goods' A Td .tf t:-rylT:u using labour and capital' The

productionpo""iuititi""frontierforth{economywillbeastraightline,if

(a)increasingtheproductionofonegoodbyxunitsentailsnoopportunitycostin
terms of the other good

(b)increasingtheproductionofonegoodbyxunitsentailsaconstantopportunity
cost in terms of the other good

(c) the economy is producinS efficieftlV

(d) the economy is not autarkic an$ is engaged in trade

t t-A
I P.T.O.



24.

25.

Bishen ajrd suzanne are competitors in a local market. Each is trying to decide if it isbetter to advertise on TV, on radio, or not at all. If they both advertise on TV, each willearn a profit of Rs 5,ooo. If they both advertise on 
-radio, 

.""t *iri ;;;'" profit ofRs 7,000. If neither advertises at all, each will earn a profit of Rs 10,000. If one

lj;ti"tt 
on TV and the other advertises on radio, then the one advertising on TV wi1

does ,000. If one advertises on TV and the other

earn on TV will earn Rs 15,000 and the other will
d the other does not advertise, then the oneadvertising on radio will earn Rs 12,ooo and the other will earn Rs 4,ooo. If both followtheir dominant stratery (i.e., the stratery in their best interest), then Bishen will

(a) advertise on TV and earn Rs 5,OOO

(b) advertise on radio and earn Rs 7,OOO

(c) not advertise at all and earn Rs 1O,0OO

(d) Bishen and suzanne do not have dominant strategies

suppose for a monopolistically competitive firrn in long-mn equilibrium, the averagetotal cost is minimized at e units of output" Then, e,
(a) is also the level of output at which marginal cost equals average total cost
(b) exceeds the level of output at which there is a point of tangency between thedemand curve and the average total cost curve
(c) exceeds the level of output at which marginal revenue equals marginal cost
(d) All of the above

26' consider the market for shoes. If one of the following statements is true, we canconclude that it is not perfectly competitive. which statement, if true, is evidenceagainst perfect competition?

(a) There are low transaction costs in searching for the lowest shoe price
(b) Demand for a given firm,s output is perfectly elastic
(c) Entry into the shoe market is restricted because a government permit is required
(d) Supply of a given firm,s input is perfectly elastic

27' Xenjoys playrng football and tennis, but claims that, if given the choice, he would playfootball rather than play tennis. He enjoys playrng football and cricket equally well andtennis and swimming equally well. one group oi friends asks him to play a game ofcricket and another group asks him to go ftr swimming. He chooses to go for swimming.His preferences are

(a) transitive

(b) nontransitive

(c) Cannot sa5r

(d) incomplete

8I r-A



28. Xis planning to go on a weekend trip and he has a few places in mind. However, he has

two criteria on the basis of which he is going to decide at which place he wants to go.

The primary (the most important) criterion is how safe (s) the place is and the secondary

criterion is how far it is from his home (d). He would prefer to go to a place which is
safer and ignore the distance. However, in comparing two destinations which he thinks
are equally safe, he would prefer the one which requires him to travel a lesser distance.

The indifference curves in (s, @ domain are

(a) horizontal

(b) vertical

(c) negatively sloped

(d) Do not exist

29. Suppose a Phillips curue relation is given by nt-frt-r = -0.8(ut -6.50/o). The sacrifice

ratio is

(a) 0.8

(b) t.2s
(c) 6.s

(d) 7.s

Consider a model of consumption whe;'e in each time period, the consumers choose

their consumption based on their expectations about lifetime or 'permanent'income.
Further assume that the consumers use all the available information in forming their
expectations about permanent income, i.e., they do not make any systematic errors'
Changes in consumption, in this case

(a) will be determined by changes in current income

(b) will be determined by change in income with a lag

(c) will be unpredictable, determined by a random process

(d) might be estimated by considering both income and wealth

Consider a basic Solow's model of growth, wher-e the output is determined by a linearly
homogeneous, increasing and concave production function satisfying the Inada

conditions, with not technological progress. The rate of growth of population, the rate of

depreciation and the propensity to save are constalt. The golden mle of capital

accumulation corresponds to a rate of savings which maximizes the per capita

consumption in the steady state. If an economy begins from a steady state which is
below the golden rule of capital accumulation, reaching the golden rule will involve

(a) lower per capita consumption at all times in future

(b) higher per capita consumption at all times in future

(c) a reduction in per capita consumption initially, followed by "n increase to a level

above initial per capita consumption

(d) an increase in per capita consumption initially, followed by a decrease to a level

below the initial per capita consumption

30.

31.

9IL-A lP.T.O.



32. If the agents formulate their expectations according to adaptive expectation hypothesis,
under which of the following circumstances are they most llkely to make systematic
errors?

(a) When prices are constant

(b) When prices fluctuate randomly

(c) When prices depend only on the monetary policy of the Central Bank which is
announced beforehand

(d) When prices depend only on the monetary policy of the Central Bank which is not
announced beforehand

Answer question nos. 33 and 34 based on the following system of IS-LM model (l = 10 means
10%) :

33.

C=2OO+0.2S[r_?)
I = 150 + 0.25Y -. 1Oi

G=25O T=2OO
M/Pd =2Y-8Oi

i=LO

What is the LM curve for the above system?

(a) 1500 = 2Y - 8Oi

(b) M /Pd =2Y - 8OO

(c) i=10

(d) Can't say

The equilibrium for the above system is

(a) M/P=1000; i=10

(b) Y=2OOO;i=1O

(c) M/P=1600; i=5
(d) indeterminate

If the expectations-augmented Phillips curve is given by n(t) = n(t - 1) + (5% - u(tl) + a,
what is the nonaccelerating inflation rate of unemployment (u)?

(a) 5%

(b) o%

(c) 5o/o + a

(d) a

34.

35.

I L-A 10



36.

37.

38.

39.

For the following sYstem of IS-LM,

IS: 2Y = 60O - 3i
LM:2i=Y-500

(a) i=0; Y=25Q

(b) i: 0; Y = 100

(c) i = o; Y: 30o

(d) i=3OO; Y=o

what would be the equilibrium?

suppose India,s inflation rate is 12 percent over one year brrt the inflation rate over the

same period in Sri Lanka is only 6 percent" According to relative PPP, wLrat should

happen over the year to the exchange rate lbetween Indian and Sri Lanken rapee?

(a) It will decrease bY 6 Percent

(b) It will increase bY 5 Percent

(c) It will decrease bY 18 Percent

(d) It will increase bY 18 Percent

In a country experiencing 'jobless' growth

(a) productivit5r and emplo5rment elasticity both fall

(b) productivity and employment elasticity both increase

(c) productivity increases but employment elasticity falls

(d) productivity decreases but employment elasticity increases

consider a country whose savings rate is 30 percent, the capital-output ratio is 3'

population growth rate is tvo arrd. depreciation is zero. Due to frequent pgwer outage'

a quarter of existing capital stock goes unused every year. Using Harrod-Domar model'

the growth rate of per capita output is ca culated as

(a) 7.5 percent

(b) 6.5 Percent

(c) 9 percent

(d) 12.33 Percent

It-A 11 lP.r.o.



40.

4t.

Countries A and B have the same levels of income inequality according to Gini ratio.
What does this imply about the share of total income accruing to the bottom 50 percent
of the population in these two counties?

(a) The share will be same in both the countries

(b) The share will be same and equal to 50 percent for both the countries

(c) It cannot be determined without additional information

(d) The share is larger for the larger country

In the period 2005 to 2OlO, country X experienced 25 percent growth in income and 5
percent reduction in income poverty. In the same period, country Y experienced 2O
percent growth in income and 4 percent reduction in incorne poverty. In which country
was growth more efficient in reducing poverty?

(a) Country X

(b) Country Y

(c) It was equally effrcient in both the countries

(d) Cannot be determined

Consider Lewis model with a traditional, subsistence sector characterized by surplus
labour and a modern capitalist sector with wage-labour. The transfer of labour from the
traditional to the modern sector is 'costless', if
(a) other family members put more labour effort to compensate for the rnigrated

member

(b) no non-labour resources are removed from the traditional sector

(c) productivity in the subsistence sector doesn't go up

(d) All of the above

In a dual economy with a rural and an urban sector, workers migrate from the rural to
the urban sector based on expected incomes. Workers are assured of a rural job. In the
urban sector, the migrant may get a job, failing which she remains unemployed.

w(ul 
=L(?., = w(4, where w(ul > w(rl,,L_L(4

.L(u) and L(rl are urban and rural labourers and L is the total labour force

W(u) and, Wlrl arc the urban and rural wage rates which stand at $ 60 and $ 40
respectively

If urban emplo5rment increases by one unit, urban unemplo5rment

(a) decreases by 0.5 unit
(b) increases by 0.5 unit
(c) decreases by 0.33 unit
(d) increases by 0.33 unit

42.

43.

lr-A T2



44. The aggregate production function for an economy is Y = Ko'4Lo'6 ' Growth rates of

output, capital and labour are 5 percent, 8 percent and 2 percent respectivdly over a

certainperiod.Growthrateaccountedforbyfactoraccumulationis

(a) 4.4 percent

(b) 0.06 Percent

(c) 1 percent

(d) None of the above

45.Theweights(ingrams)ofthecontentsofseveralsmallbottlesare4'2'5'4'5'2artd6'
What is the samPle variance?

(a) 6.e2

(b) 4.80

(c) 1.96

(d) 2.33

46. The nurrrber of students at a local university increased from 2500 to 5OO0 iri 10 years'

Based on a geometric mean, the university grew at an average percentagq rate of

(a) 25OO students Per Year

(b) 1.071 Percent Per Year

(c) 7.1 Percent Per Year

(d) 10 Percent Per Ye€r

4T.AmonopolistfacesthedemandscheduleP=46o_2qandthecosfschedule
TC=2o+asq2. How rnuch quantity should it sell to maximize profit?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

L02

92

1t4

82

lr-A 13 I P.r.o.



4s. rhe determinant or matrix "=li:lJ ,"

When will average variable cost be at its maximum value for the TC
TC = 40 + 82q- @2 +a2q3?

(a) 20

(b) 17

{c) ls

(d) 2s

function

(a) - 62

(b) - s2

(c) - ss

(d) 62

A firm's dernand function is P = 60 - 0.5Q. If fixed cost is 1O and variable costs aie Q + 3
per unit, then the maximum profit is

(a) 6s1.s

(b) 42L.s

(c) 23r.s

(d) s31.s

lr-A T4



-2.

PART-C

1. In a country, demand for food was equal to supply of food during 2O1.O. Howeter, there

was large-scale famine in the country in the same year. How do you reconcile lhese two

facts?

What is the role of agriculture in a country's industrial development?

3. Consider a model of open econorny where the output in the short run is
derna4d-determined. Further, assume t
run but flexible in the long run. Pr
instantaneously. Asset markets consist
markets. Further assume that the un

. Examine the effect of a permanent moneta4r expansion on equilibrium foreign pxchange

rate in both short run and long run. Which specifrc assumption is responsibfe for the
short run outcome to differ from that in the long run?

***

IL-A 15 lP.T.o.
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